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The Darksucker Conspiracy
by Mary Duncan

For years, the electrical utility companies have led the public to believe that they were in business to supply electricity to the consumer, a service for which they charge a substantial rate. The recent accidental acquisition of secret records from a well-known power company has led to a research campaign which positively explodes several myths and exposes the massive hoax which has been perpetrated upon the public by the power companies.

The most common hoax promoted the false concept that light bulbs emitted light; in actuality, these 'light' bulbs absorb DARK, which is then transmitted back to the power generation stations via wire networks. A more descriptive name now has been coined; the new scientific name for the device is DARKSUCKER.

This article introduces a brief synopsis of the darksucker theory, which proves the existence of dark and establishes the fact that dark has great mass, and, further, that the dark particle (anti-photon) is the fastest known particle in the universe. Apparently, even Dr. Albert Einstein did not suspect the truth—that just as COLD is the absence of HEAT, LIGHT is the absence of DARK. Scientists have now proven that light does not really exist!

The basis of the darksucker theory is that electric light is an illusion. Take, for example, the darksuckers in the room where you are right now. There is much less dark right next to the darksuckers than there is elsewhere, demonstrating their limited range. The larger the darksucker, the greater its capacity to suck dark. Darksuckers in a parking lot or on a football field have a much greater capacity to collect dark than darksuckers in the room where you are right now. There is much less dark right next to the darksuckers in the room where you are right now. The darkness has been sucked into the darksucker, the greater its capacity to suck dark; it has no transmission capability for the dark flowing into the candle. It is of no use to plug a candle into an electrical outlet; it can only collect dark; it has no transmission capabilities. Unfortunately, these primitive darksuckers have a very limited range and are hazardous to operate because of the intense heat produced.

There are also portable darksuckers called flashlight bulbs. The bulbs in these devices collect dark which is passed to a dark storage unit called a battery. When the dark storage unit is full, it must be either emptied ('recharged') or replaced before the portable darksucker can continue to operate. If you break open a battery, you will find dense black dark inside, evidence that it is actually a compact dark storage unit.

The Dragon

The dragon spread its mighty wings, Attacked my room of all the things, Broke my windows, smashed the walls, Screamed horrendous mating calls. Tore up curtains, toasted chairs, Crushed the railing to the stairs. Stomped my T.V. into dust, Gulped down my new Shakespeare bust. Flamed the kitchen, burned the doors, Then filled the house with noisy roars. Scared as death, I watched him romp, Gulping what he couldn't stomp. Then, just as I overcame my fear, Off it flew, with all the beer. In fact, it took the vodka too, Its reason why, I never knew. The creature just flew higher, higher, Mom, HE'S the reason it's on fire. Don't blame me, your darling son, After all, I'M not the one, Who broke your photo of the pope, Who covered all the walls with soap, Who pulverized your china mugs, Who peed on both your Persian rugs, Who ruined your brand-new stereo, What else it did, I just don't know. It wasn't me partying, 'cause you were gone, All I did was homework, and watered the lawn. I thought that you wouldn't be back 'til December, But that doesn't matter, the thing to remember, Is when you go inside, all the damage you see, Is from that darn dragon mom ... not from me.
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